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GLOBAL: 'ODELS AND GLOBAL MECHANISMS IV:

Towards an Interdisciplinarity in Investigations

on Long-Term Societal Development

H. r·'fillendorfer

Part I-III of this working paper described strategies

for an improvement of the knowledge of global mechanisms

which can be used \s behavioral equations. Results were

described which fo '-m a consistent framework of relationships,

and describe proce;ses of lonq-term societal developJ'l1ent.

These processes arc located in different fields, and are

covered by differe\t disciplines. The following paper shows

ways to improve an 1 extend these first results by an inter-

disciplinary resea ;-ch.

I. The" Formula B 'lnk" •

In February, ~975, nine IIASA scientists agreed to pro-

pose an interdisci~linary activity, "Methodological and

Empirical Componen1:s for Comprehension of Global Processes",

and wrote the foIl )wing memo:

II

The worldwide scientific discussion about the future is growing
in significance and IIASA's part in this discussion will
increase. In this discussion, global models are becoming of
increasing importa~ce. IIASA can therefore not avoid the
confrontation and must for this and other reasons deal with
global processes.

The confrontation with global models should take place not in
competi.tion \vith t~hern but at the level of methodological
and empirical foun lations.
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These foundations i~clude substantive and formal aspects:
empirically observed characteristics of the processes of
the real world including methodological questions of empirical
investigations, purpose of modelling and modellers bias and
mathematical methods that can be used for modelling of global
processes and for constructing global models.

In the first stage IIASA should deal with the substantive
aspects of empiric&l investigations of global processes and
the related formal aspects.

Inter~isciplina_~..Y-5~~ctivity."Methodological and empirical
components for comprehension of g~obal pro<?esses"

1. Obj ective:

1.1 Provide a network of empirically observed relations
in the fiEld of long-term societal operation and
development and in that of the boundary conditions,
that can be used at first for explanation of the
long-term developme~t in certain fields in the past
and later may serve as basis forfo=ecastinq. These

/ results C2n then be made available in a form appro
/ priate for model builders and users. The results

could be used as a bank of tested components for
modelling of global processes.

1. 2 Relate the proposed activity to the IIASA project
teams. The results may provide a framework of the
most impOl tant linkages between the subsystems
investigated by the different project teams.

2. We propose to achieve these objectives in the following way:

2.1 Continue informal discussions among those IIASA
scientists interested in the project.

2.2 Search literature and find names of scientists and
organizations involved in pertinent studies through
out the world and contact them.

2.3 Prepare workshop on "Global Processes"; the subjects
could be:

Methodological questions
Working examples of empirically

observed processes
Applications of these examples for

concrete questions of IIASA-project
teams or model builders

Organization for continuing contacts.
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Proposed rlate: A small IIASA workshop with a few
scientists from neighbouring countries:
May 1975.

Workshop, "Global Processes":
October 1975.

3. Dissemination of results: We will investigate the best
way and implemont:

3.1 To keep IIASA project people informed about our
discussions.

3~2 To publish in a way appropriate for IIASA.

3.3 To establish a formula bank:
The formula bank should be a continuously up-dated
catalogue of formulus, functions, and data about
global processes with associated documentation. It
should pr(~ide a framework of the most important
linkages betvJeen the suooystems i.nvestigated by the
different project teams and could be used as a
bank of tested components for modelling of global
processes.

4. Responsibility:

Dr. 'Millendorfcr will collect information for the formula
bank, organize the permanent work in this field and
st.imulate the informal scientific discussions and vlOrk-

. " .shops.

since this melO, considerations are more and more

concentrated on the formula bank:

1. The formula b·mk is a collection of all such relations

regarding long-term societal development, that:

can be used as behavioral equations of models,

are based on empirical observations which are

arrived at by appropriate

statistical methods, i.e. multiregressional analysis,

etc. ,

have resulted in theoretically meaningful relationships •
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2. The formula b,'nk is started on the base of form-sheets

where examples of global processes are described. The further

development of the formula bank should be done in three steps:

(a) as a "clearing house" for scientists engaged in

global roodeling. In this concept model builders

have interest as the response--i.e. the Bariloche

group--to our letters shrn~:

(b) as a more consistent network of e~pirically ob

served processes for long-term societal development:

(c) as consistent sets of explanatory hypotheses

leading to an "objective"--Le. by all model

builders acceptec--base for models and theories

of long-term societal ~evelopment.

3. The formula b,mk should serve as a nucleus for t~1e

iterative process of interdisciplinary teanv70rk described in

Part I of this working paper. The examples for empirically

observed relationsh~ps collected in a formula bank in the

appendix are only an illustration of the basic idea, and of

course they are not yet a useful instrument for the model

builder because they are only (l few incomplete examples (i.e.

the point "integration hypothesis" is described in only a few

examples) and not structured for the proposed task. These

examples were discussed with participants of the last IIASA

conference on global models in order to find the best criteria

for selecting the formula and for structuring the collected

material. The result is:
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• The gene~al criteria for selectinq eMpirically

observed relationships in the literature is the

possibilLty to use them as behavioral equations

in models in rny field of long-term societal

developlT'~nt.

In the fLrst step this criteria should be reduced

to the p0ssible application of the formulas to

certain fields, treated by IIASA project teams,

i.e. Foo~ and Aariculture, Energy, and Health.

• Another Iuestion is the underlying theory for

selectin~ variables. Here there seems to be a

pluralis~ of theories or even a useful pragmatic

approach. The theoretical work of IIASA should be

basically only to prove the a~plied statistical

methodolo~y, and to show connections of the observed

relationships to other relationships and to various

existing theories.

• The structurinq of the formulas should follow

pragmatic documentation criteria. (How to find a

wanted formula in the shortest time.)

The examples show the difference of the proposed documenta

tion to usual documentations, i.e. the book of Meadows is

split into a lot of single observations with different keywords.

Under the same keyword, single observations of different

authors are to be found. If we would have had the formula

bank in the last global modelling conference, some of the
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open questions could have been better understood, i.e. the

question of diminishi.ng results of fertilizers, observed by

different authors.

The idea of the formula bank \flaS well accepted by the

model builders, exp(~cially r·~all.mann and Roberts, and shoulC!

be realized in a way useful for model builders in and outside

of IIASA. For this purpose, the co~puterization should be

considered.

II. Interdisciplir-'ary Caopcration with STI'JDIA.

A. Basic Conside::ations

1. STUDIA's rnsearch

STUDIA's work is based on an iterative empirical and

system theoretical learning process conc~rning the questions

of long-term societ:ll developp'ent. The result of this vlOrk

is a fraroe\"ork of equations and rcl~tionships centered on the

general production Function. The latter cart be understood as

a linkage to and a )~odification of the neoclassical econorr.ic

theory explaining t:le residuals of the C'obh-Doualas function

due to non-economic factors. 'l'hc frar'e",;ork there serves as a

nucleus for the dev0lopment of ~ consistent set of hypotheses

as an approach to t'leory of societel development. In this

context, more detailed stuoies on different subsystems of

society were made. For example, sector analysis in a world

wide, cross comparison, studies of the technological and

medical progress, psycho-sociolo~ical studies using various

indicators, etc. T:le results of these basic studies were
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applied to practical questions like prognosis for Austria,

family studies, per~pectivc studies for the Austrian iron and

metal industry, etc.

2. STUDIA's role in an interdisciplinary cooperation

The self-understanding of STGDIA is that of a

generalist working on a very lar0c hasis of empirical data,

reducing the redun6ancy of the infor~ation of this data base

and concentratin~J this infor11"otion on a frar'8work of consistent

relationships in close cooperation with experts in various

fields. This fra~ework can be understood as a starting point

for a larger, interdisciplinary cooperation and as the first

contribution of tho generalist to an iterative process between

generalists and specialists in ~ifferent fields, describing

the interfaces bet~'een the different disciplines. The

specialists study, on the one side, their particular interests

using this framewo~k as a link to other disciplines and by

their results cont~ibute to the i~prove~ent of this framework.

On the basis of the improved frame\'lOrk as improved inter

disciplinary cooperation leads to the next sten of the

iterative process, etc. STUDIA would like to extend its

collaboration with experts in the different fields and can

offer general results in the question of societal development

and experience as a generalist in an interdisciplinary

cooperation.
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3. Basic CO"lCCpt for a possiLle cooperation

IIASA's work is concerned with questions of long

term development of different subsysteMs of society using

formal mathematical tools and systeM theoretical concepts.

In the various pro;ect teams, detailed problems are treated

by different specitlists in on interdisciplinary project.

A closer cooperation between the various project teams is

planned. In this ~ontext, STUDIA could serve as a generalist

linking the fields of different disciplines by the framework

mentioned in point 1, in the followina three ways:

3.1 Introduction of STUDIA's detailed results into

the work of the teams, for example, the sectoral

production function into the work of the industrial

systems group or the mRin factors of health develop

ment into the planned health Model.

3.2 Introduction of STUDIA's qeneral results as

linkageE Det\oJeen the subsystems of society investi

gated by the various project teams. For example,

the planned formula bank as an extension of the

framework mentioned in point 1, will contain a lot

of relationships between different project teams

and cou~d therefore serve as a better understanding

of interdisciplinary interfaces.

3.3 Further development of the framework mentioned

in point 1 cmd point 2 i.n the direction of an

empiric 11 system--theoretical basis for global

modelliHg.
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4. Cooperation with IIAS~ project tea~s

4.1 Bioredical Group--STUDIA is working on a study

for the main factors of health development sponsored

by the A~strian National Bank. Where data is

available, age corrected mortality rates of all

countries are applied in various methods of multi

variate analysis. This reduces redundancy and finds

the basi~ patterns of health development. These

results ~ould serve ~s an input to the planned

dynamic !.lealth model of IIASA. (See attached paper) •

4.2 Industrial SysteT"'s--STUDIA has completed the

first part of a study on various industrial sectors

and has developed in this context a secotral pro

duction function (Article in a UNIDO publication) •

The results of this study and the sectoral production

function could serve 2S a contribution to cope with

problems of industrial development.

4.3 Energy--A first attempt to understanding energy

consumption in a larger, societal framework, the

"new societal equations" could be improved and

expanded. The cooperation with Dr. Marchetti should

be continued.

5. Cooperative research

Independent of these existing projects, new projects

could be created. In particular, the field of human behavior
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which has, up to n M, been neglected in all world models and

where a seriously·· lased discussion could be developed. A

promising approach seems to be in statistical indicators for

social-psychologic~llyeetermined behavior patterns. ~TUDIA

began the study of these proble~s within the health project,

a project of Austrian families and prognosis for Austria.

Another example for a possible new project is the question

of the optimuM reL)tionship between educational and capital

investment or betw·en the different categories of education

in development pla~ning or in world models.

Conclusion

A relatively small nuMber of social scientists in the

world still use tho described iterative method for investi

gations of long-term societal development. A collection of

their results could be a first step to extending the knowledge

of global mechanisms. This increased knowledge would provide

a substitution of non-verified theoretical assumptions by

"ollserved facts" for behavioral equations, not only in world

models but also in models in the different special fields like

energy, food and aqriculture, etc. Further research in a

cooperation between generalists and specialists as outlined

should lead to a consistent neblOrk of quantitatively

described processes, a framework for a better understanding

long-term societal development, linking together the different

fields where IIASA teams are involved.
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APPENDIX

rxamples of Relationships

To Collect in the Formula Bank
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"
Auriculture : 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

and land development 9

fertiliser 12

yield 7

tractors 10

climate 8

fertiliser consumption 11

~;monia production : 6

Cities (distribution of population)

in the world 24

Canada 25

GB 26

Germany 27

India : 28

UK 29

US : 30, 31, 32

urban for rural living : 23

Climate (and plant growth) : 8

Consumption . 1, 2, 3, 4.
of copper (US) 2

electric energy · 3·
energy · 4·
fertiliser 11

steel · 1·
steel (US) · 2·

fppper (US) 2

Death rates 14

Efficiency: 6, 5

of the ammonia production 6

prime movers 5

Econor:!i c qrmoJth : 17,

birth rates

psychosomatic

size of families

18, 19

18

: 17

19



efficiency of prime movers

in technology

i.~nergy : 3, 4, 5, 6

consumption of el. energy 3

energy (total): 4

5

6

Expectation of life : 13, 14, 15

age specific 14

in growth zones 15

and nutrition 13

Family planning : 19

_~_",.i:'. l
i

I

Fertiliser : 6, 7, 11, 12

ammonia production 6

fertiliser production: 12

.1yield function 7

consumption 17 I
Land (potentially arable) 9

Nutrition (and life expectancy) 13 I
I

Plant production : 8

Population : 13, 18,

birth rate

family size

economic growth:

nutrition

19

18

19

18

13

Psychosomatic (ulcer) 14

Social progress (wages) : 16

Society (urban for rural living) 23

Steel : 1, 2, 21, 22

consumption (world)

US

substitution of processes

substitution : 20, 21, 22, 23

steel 21, 22

societal 23

Technolo~icn1 forecasting 20

~"ages : 16

Yield (function) 7

1

2

21, 22
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(1) Keyword: steel consumption, GNP per capita, consumption.

I,;

"(.

1968 sIC'", consumption per person in various natiolls of the Viodel
. ....

_. WCKLO STEEl CONSW....~TlON AND GNP
PER CI,PITA

Ordinata: Kilogram per person, per year. (Linear)

Absc~ssa: GNP per capita (U8$)

(2) Source: D. M2adows, "Limits to Growth", Universe Books,
New York, 1972.

(3) Functional RE:lationship (formula, diagram).

I
I
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(4) Type of analysis, source of basic statistics.

(a) Cross section comparison of GNP per capita vs.
steel consumption from different nations.

(b) Data: Steel consumption from UN Department of
Economics and Social Affairs, Statistical Yearbook,
1969 (New York: UN, 1970).

GNP per capita from World Bank Atlas (Washington,
DC: International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, 1970).

-I ,



(1) Keyword: consumption, increase of consumption,
copper consumption (US), steel consumption
(US) .

(2) Source: D. Meadows, "Limits to Growth", Universe
Books, New York, 1972.

(3) Functional Relationships (formula, diagram).

Fi~lurc 30 US COPPEr~ Ar,,m sn:n COhJ~U,'/if'T!Ohl

'AIm GNP r[r~ CAPITA

"o:Jnds of cop;'el f;l."r fH'r~l)" per yCJt -,- --rTI
- 'S~G -'---r=---~·-1--=-----1

...-; Cl ".0
/--~---~-- --

r
--- -- --- ----,

--
----- ~---

--- I--,

"10 Y
~~-;-

.- '='-I/:'J-_._'---r·~· -
._--~~- ,----

----~'--._--- --

u

12

"

10

SOO 'O~D '5~a ,7C:;'} 2~'" 3(;00 'J~(,O

GNP rCr t'd;oiliJ (1~J8 r:~lfarj (.~~r ,'e/)cn L:.!' Jr';,'1

Abscissa: CL~P per capita (US$). (Linear)

Ordinata: Consumption of copper (steel)
per person por year in pounds
(copper), net tons (~)teel). (Linc2r).



(4) Type of atialysis, source of basic statistic~.

(a) Comparison of time series with elimination
of time.

(b) Data: copper and steel consumption from
metal statistics (Somerset, N.J.: American
Metal Market Company, 1970). Historical
population and GNP from US Department of
Commerce, US Economic Growth (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1969).

,j

II .

I

I
I
!
j

I

I
I



R = 0,9985·

straight line in the diagramy __ c .mO, 5

.0,518y -. c.m

per capita incone of the world 1951 - 1967 (index)

per capi t~l electricity consutlption of the world' 1951-67
( index)

(2) Source: H. Mj.llendorfer, Gh. Gaspari Immaterielle und

matcrielle Faktorcl1 del' EntTlic~-{lU1lg, Ansatze zu einer

all8c~einen Produktionsfuhktion, Zeitschrift fUr National

okonomio 31 Bdo/Wien 1971

(3) Functional re1.ationsh~p: (description

diagramms; siGnificance)

y •••

In •••

I

)

70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 170

IIldtx del Eleltrh Ititl ••~r.~' pro l:Q~f I :9S8 • 100)

il
I
I

II • 0.9'185

• it, i i r

liiLT 1951" 1767

,......

(

Abscissa: Index of electricity consumption (1958=100).
(Logari thmic)

Ordinata: Index of per capita income (1958=100).
(Logarithmic)



World Energy Supplies 1929 - 1966
Statistical Yearbook 1968II "

Type of analy3is: contextual mapping, comparison of time
series with elmmination of time
data:
United Nation:.;
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(1) Key'Ylord: energy consumption, per capita income.

r:':::';K''''N;·~)'·:'.,':;": ':-:"".>.~".<!J>.i'!':';~'.~~ •.,"'~::='i"'~1" :~'.

LI:1I ~ f\ Q A. r
I J J_ .k k.I rSt 11
~ ~-

iFORrJlULA BAi'~I\ rl
~~...!~.!:i~"'""=.1..~.z::~~:::: ..~~~'~~

Formula for per capita income of the world and per
capita elect.ricity consumption of the world (time
series). Sf.:e-Form No.:

... ) .

D. Meadmvs, "Limits to Growth", Universe
Book, New York, 1972.

Source:

Functional Lelationship (formula, diagrams

(2)

(3)

\

ENERGY CONSUfl,PTlON AND GNP

PER CAPiTA

Abscissa: GNP (US$ per person per year). (Linear)

Ordinata: Energy'consumption (Kilogramms per
person per yeilr--coal equivalent). (Linear)

~OOO'000GN.a ;J!':{ CI :>if! 10JO 20::0
(t9fS us c,'/f·". per pcrsor1 per ye~~)

~:'JramJ I_":! "
/
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/
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~/,

/e
Ii)

~i/~t '"
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c:,.,~:, L

~ro~~~;:.t.....,...
J~____

1000

2000

3000

~OOO
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• AlIllOugh thc nations of the world consume grca~ly varying
amounts of energy p~r capite, encr:JY consumption correlates
fairly well with to!al output per C(1pj~C1 (GNP per capito). The

'elationS/lip is gcnerally linear, witl, the scattering 'cf points
due to differences in climate, local fuel prices, ond emphosis on
hecwy inoustry.
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(4) Type of Ana~ysis; source of basic statistics.

(a) Cross section comparison of energy consumption
per cap~ta vs. GNP per capita from different
countries.

(b) Data: Er·ergy consumption from UN Department of
EconomIC and Social Affairs, Statistical Yearbook
1969 (New York: UN, 1970).

GNP per capita from"Wor1d Bank Atlas (Washington, DC:
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
1970) .



EFFICIENCY;FORMULA BANK
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FORlV1}f

NQ .r ~

(1) Keyword: energy, efficiency, prime movers

(2) Source:
f ..
I 'I

...1 ,'f'

! t

,
; ". \ (i ~ ~(

(3) Functional Relationship (formula, diagram)

I r //"
! l " I,'

. \
t', .-

L
cx.t+c

abscissa: year (linear)

ordinnta: l~n efficiency (logarithmic)

j

,1

I
1
J

I
I
I
J

20001900

I I
EFFICIENCY OF PRIME MOVERS
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(4) Type of ~nalysis, significance and source of basic

statistics

(a) Type of analysis: Time series of prime movers

efficiency.

(b) Source:

i
[1
II
il
'I

'\L
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(1) Keyword: efficiency, fertilizer, ammonia product

(2) Source: t .

(3) Functional Relationship (formula, diagram)

In(n/l-n) = at + c

n --- efficiency of the ammonia production

process (theoretical minimum

4180 kcal/kgNH
3

)

a&c --- constants

t --- time

:.
", - ,.t. I .~, ,., v L·

,.,
~~ ,. '\.-

• f· '1.

...
I

•
\ ;~ ., ") -- - .to1 .. _. __. ". J • I ~. "_--'-·..:.....:...__· •. ~ .J_. ~__ . f •.--.-.-------.

,~r, reno 1~30 lq~O ,QSO rqbQ 1=170 tq80

abscis3a: year (lin0arJ

ordinata: ---In efficiency (logarithmic)-n
1
I

~
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(4) Type of unalysis, source of basic statistics

(a) Typ~ of analysis

Tim2 series of different ammonia production

pro~esses vs. efficiency of these processes

(date of invention?)

(b) Source

Data from M. Slesser

I
, I



IIASA AGRICULTURE FORM
NQYIELD FUNCTION

FORMULA BANI'<
rr=---.:3I-----.~------------~---=:.

(1) Keyword: y~e1d function, agricultural yield

(2) Source: Latin American World Model, Food Sector

Fundacion Bari10che

(~)
I

Functional Re1ationshios:..

RENDKt ~ 16.5737 -
_13.4721.e-3.8374 FRAt ~MAX

1\

11

RENDK .aggregated agricultural yield

(10 6kca1/ha) •

__. __ 4_· .. __ .• ~.. "_

'i.< 6
REMAX .•. 10·10 kca1/ha = maximum yield.

/7 /)
'{- L.

FijA. fertilizers consumed per ha of

arable land (tons/ha).

- ------~---, --- - -'-- -.. --------- - - -- -------
.

TABLE 9 - Values of KPROT per block

BLOCK

. ' Developed
countries . ------------- 0.0331

, ,. :.:...
" .';
.. <':.": .. .'

.'
",

.. .........." ....,....•,-
-,

Latin America----~----.. ---

Asia 0.0336

• •• .. ....... ""£I ..... ,. ,........ ~--;;;-~~~~;-;::;-;;--;:,-:"":'i.-='::"=::" ""
Flg. 10. heJd <1.0 K.cal/r<d YC'!'Sus ft.:~tHi:;:.er c:o:"l'i:.c'lc1. • .!I!'ld fittrJ ~~.uation. in 1970.

Africa

RENDPt = RENDKt . KPROT

RENDP ••• aggregated agricultural yields

(tons protein/hal

RENDK • . • aggregated agricultural yields

(1 0 o;'~':al/ha)

..,

KPROT .... conversion factor for each block

(tons protein/10 6kca1)
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II
significance and basic statistic,

I
fitted to a cross-sectio~

i

analysis,

Type of analysis

Exponential function

of 107 countries

Typ-= of

(a)

. ., ,
Y~·.r 1, ;~rtlJ.i:"rI .j

(~/S.J

(4)

l~'...a..: 2:2.B'jI 1.3< .. -0 :1.110

:~; 'S:..~: ,..:~ ' • .=~

:97" : -~.~ .::. ...,:' , 1 c•.:~

: '.~:, >" A

" :".-
~5.-: .. :.<:7 ';:;.l:'

-:, 2':.'.',<:, :'.5~ -. j 'J.17

; ••,,?'H; ~. :7 -. ." ~l, .' .::l.:~

1:":5 ~.~ .:~ ' .. ~. ::.. :
:n: 19.5-'; -. 'J ~ -. , .. :0;

:-;-.; '. : ~.:; ':. ~'; 1 . ...5 ,::, •.:.5

----------------- --.----
_,...;.1£' :;.;.. _•• _i
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AGRICULTURE
NQ

IIASA
FORMULA BANK

.. "We:.!' • !PW'"

FORM
a

1) Keyword: Agriculture, climate, plant-production, Earth

2) Source: N.T. BE.zilevich, L.Y. Hodin, N.N. Rozov
GeograIJhical Aspects of Biological Productivity
Soviet Geography, Rpview & Translation, ~ay 1971

3) Functional rel[, tionship: (description of variables; formula;

diagrar~s; significance)

Kp = W . T / 36 Rv

Kp •.•

w •••.

Tv
R ••••

hydrothermal potential of productivity

(proJuction of v8setation i.e. primary production
of g1'een pla.nts)
mee.n annual productive moisture supply of an
area in millimeters i.e. precipitation minus r~ofi

length of the growinG season in 10 da~ periods
mean of annual radiation balance in kcal/cm2

I
Fig 5. CorleL!:iOIl b~tween the hydrotherm;J1 p<.Jtenti:ll of ~IJnt

prod'I.,:~;\"ty ~p.J~!.~ ·..l~'::.:.il r':.::':t ~r ",\'~l j~»~~) ..:~~.~ t:;~ ~J~·,~·:r·i~::0~l

. of "h':mLJl el".;~::ii(~ ":;)1 pL.lIi!S (~:d,):SI lin r.1"';,[ (ji":~ uuts Ji,J
crosses co:n..::Je). After..\ \1. R! Jb'::1ik(lV, !:l6S.

[1

!\

\

IJ



4) Type of analysi0, significance and sourcew of basic statistics

a) cross section compaxrison of the different bioclimatic

regions of the v'orld.

b) data on plan'!; productivit:r obtained ouring'the Inter

national Biological Progra~ (Various Authors)

data on bioclinatic regions: Physical-Geographic Atlas

of the World, 1964

Various Author'-) i. e. "Recent estimates of some of
the Earth Sources l ! 1964, Great Soviet Encyclopedia Annual

Moscow.

II
II

II
Ij
I,

I
I

";1
!

:
I
t,
Ii
I
I
I
i
\

II
11
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~ Ii
I
;

I
I
I
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;0"
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t\
r1
U
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~
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IIASA

FORMULA BANK.

(1)

AGRICUI.JTURE
LAND DEVELOPMENT

...-....,

(2)

(3)

Source: Latin American World Model, Food Sector

Fundacion Bariloche.

TPCU

/

~
-J
~
C)

~
"'0:
-.J

\.l.,
0

....
~

l
(.)

~'
<:::
':) .

(4)

(b)

+ +

of an~lysis, significance and basic statistics.

Type of analysis: Cross section of different regions

~oMpared with hypothetical functions. ~

Refer0nce: U.N. 1970, Statistical Yearbook, New York



(1) Keyword: ~griculture, tractor, national income

(2 ) Source: A. Weber, Arbeits- und bodcnsparende
Technologien, Agrarwirtschaft, Feb. 1973.•

( 3) Functional relationship: (description of variables;
formula, diagram)

y nation~l income

Q hor-;;power of tractors per agricultural

1 n Q :.:. - G, 138 + 2, 227109Y
2R = 0,933

i
worker (male)i

I
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(4) Type of analysis:

'l'imc ser:Lc~s and cross section analysis of EHG" HGW
countries and USA.

"

.\

·1,.
I

De> ta: Na ('ional income; In ternc,tiona 1 Dunk for
Hccon~;trdction and DcvclolA:1cnt:, ho)'~:;cpov;,er of
tractors, workcJs: Statistisches Jahr6uch fibor
EYn(~hru]) i, T,;'Jljd\'/iJ::-t~;cll(]rt. und For:::;tr2:n der
nunde S1: c:' lU]) 1 jJ~ Deli L3 chI .::;.ncl •



(1) Keyword: fertilizer consumption, agriculture consumption

'-:,

"''/..

(2)

(3)

Source: D. Meadows, "Limits to Growth", Universe Books,

NCVi York, 1972.

Functional relationships (formula, diagram)

,

Abscissa: years. (Linear)

Ordinata: thousand metric tons. (Linear)

Ii
11
'J

l



Type

(a)

(4) of analysis, source of basic statistics:

Time series analysis of world fertilizer

consumption.

(b) U.N. Department of Economic and Social Affairs,

Statistical Yearbook, 1955, 1960 and 1970 (New

York: UN -956, 1961 and 1971).

,
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KIASA

FORMULA BANK

AGRiCUI.JTURE
FERTILIZER PRODUCTION

FORM
NQ 1,1

(1) Keyword: fertilizer production, agricultural inputs,

erosion control, soil,fertility control

(2) Source: Latin American World Model, Food Sector

Fundacion Bariloche

P} Functional Relationships:

CAFt=CAlAt~ (1-KFER-KERO-KlNS)

CAP•.. available capital for fertilizer"

production increase ($).
" .

CllA.•.available capital for agricultural

inputs increase ($).

KFER. .fraction of available capital for agri-

cultural inputs, allocated to soil

fertility maintenance (O.10).

KERO. .fraction of available capital for

agricultural inputs, allocated to soil

erosion control (O.OS) •

KlNS. • fraction of available capital for

agrlcultural inputs, allocated to inputs

other than fertilizers (O.20).

~~~~~:~i.~:f~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_--~~i~~:~-;-f~~~~~~:~£--
productl.o:l Seeds rertll1zers Pc~tic.ides (lO~ $) i d ~ C~· to~..al
______________ ' :.p.:.tal

------- ------------ ---------- ----------j---------------
o I

----••----.--- -------- ----------- ---------- - J. _
f

____~~ • :~_. ~:~ 100 2.03 I 95.1

----~-------- ---~~--- -.-:~----- --;~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~I~~~~;~~~~~~~~~
30 •9'J 7500 :30 7.97 I 9l..1

... _- .......__ ..... _--- ... _-_ ..__ ... --..-_..._----- ------.._-- ----------~----- ... _--- ......_-..
40 120 lOCOO 340 :0.66 i"" 93.3

---------- ......-. -------- ..... _---- ...-.. -- ------..._-- ----------;---------------

I
I
I



(4) Type of analysis, significance, basic statistics.

Reference: The President's Science Advisory

Committe~. Panel on the World Food Supply, 1967,

"The World Food Problem" (3 vols), Washington, D.C .

.... ",-...~
'1/1•.'.

:"\.
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'IIASA I Ej(PECTA1'ION OF FORI\1~

FORi\~ULA BANK
r
! LIFE & NUTRITION NQ 1~

E--iI:IlIlil_~_M3i_-~~~'_. ·...at;~~_;KllIll_QIt':I_IlJlDI_~~~_-.:: ~ IiII!Z~

(1) Keyword: life expectancy, nutrition, food, population

(2) Source: D. Meadows: "Limits to Growth", Universe Books,

New York, 1972.

(3) Functional relationships (formulas, diagram .•. )

NUmIT10~J AtJ~ LIFE EXPECTANCY

)f:,),t ", lifo e;rpc,'~"cy 10f fr.alcs

12,00010,000

-- -1T l-!-_e

0~• 4')1 V •

'-1-• [;<7"j .~.
1

0
•lQ II

tf.l. i
I

~ol~
--

I! I
.

oj I
f---

I I-•
ID I·

-~- -- -- ._-l---

~

I
t-----l.

40

,~

2.C~J ',000 I,oeo ',000
nfJuitioral Jev,' (u:gC",.lOJ!t? '.1,'0'1' ec:ulva'e~I')

50

Abscissa: nutritional level (vegetable

calorie equivalents). (Linear)

Ordinata: years of life expectancy for

males. (Linear).

I.



(4) Type of analysis, source of basic statistics.

(a) Cro,s-section analysis (different nations) from

ave~age life expectancy and nutritional level

in 1953.

(b) Data: M. Cepede, F. Houbart, and L. Grond,

"Population and Food," New York: Sheed and Wand,

1964.

1

IJ
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(4) Type of annlysis, significJnce and sources of basic

statistics.

(a) Cross section comparison of age-specific denth

rate CU.l:'ves at tvlO differ.ent tim~~s.

and 19:)1).

(}11900-1910

(b) II. B. Jones, "A Spccial Considcl"ution of the Aging

Process, Disease, "

in: l\~_':;:ln~£~__.~ J~.niol_~~~~.L~.~~ ~_l!]]g ~'~(:\~~~~~'-~1 __ ):~J."JY0}~.~.~~,

Vol. 01, pp 281··33G, l\clJdcmic P:ccr,:-;, N.Y. 19:)G.
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.;)~ r: \" '.. ...,
J..i.r..:~ L~J

,~

Ii l.r ~ I" § J~ ~.;t·· .... ..~ I
, FO-:-'\ 'H JLA r ...·· 'K i"!t'\l /. ~ ....,.. ,:\. ~

~.:S::;''Wai~'''__ ·il';·'',j,£~ ...:r:;~~~~ ·.~.:::;:·,;,,':.';:J:~~1~:'-~~: .... :;·,~:.-.:..·.l...~~'ffl..~.,,;·:~T ".-:-"~;J.'''':)''\~"~~~~:':;''-:;''.'>;-::.-~ ...._.J'::~~:t:.~';.'t..~'.,..~.: .._.: ·:·.:"";.~.\"';~~r:;V":::'1 ,,~;=-,;,.
(1) Keyword s: eXloctr:~t ion of lif c, f;oc..::i.ul pro]J:ess, trend f;

of gro'vll:h.

(7.) Source: IJart-·HOJ.1l01l and lJ.i.lc1Q llertz, "E>:pcctaUoll of

Life {'if; all Index of Soci d1 Progrc.s~:II I in

!21~or:i~(l!2._._0?cio:~~~~L~:.~~l-.B.~v:~~~' 9 (194 t1) pp. GI.) 9- 621.

(3) Functioni1 1 HeJ ut-.ionships:

[ <J (d ...·da)]
Yc = k l + k7./ 1+10 1

Yc av(!rage expec tat.ion of life (vCllue to be

concluded on the curve);

k
l

lower limit of groVlth zone;

k
2

width of the growth zone;

9 ~p:owth logarit.hm;

d a any assigned data during t.he period for

which the formula is valid;

d .
.:L

the date of inf].cction.



.. __ .:,:,,_;:~_::::.:,:.:.' __ ._ .'._.'.' 4_'··_ .. - _. ":".- :;-:::'-=-~.: - _.: -:...:.._..- ..•.

I
(4) Typ2 of analysis significance and sources of basic

stnListics.

(a) Time series analysis of life expectation data.

(b) 1. Pitirim Soranld.n: "Social and Cultural

Dynamcs" , Vol. II, pp. 134, 164, 169.

ii. Statistical Abstract for the U.K. 1924-38,

p. 307.

iii. Statistical Abstract of the U.S., p. 952.

"



see form No.

r:
!'

• I' .,. 1.'1:
, ..... , .:

,,~. . .: \,. J ,.

IIExpect.ation

real wages, trends of growth, social

(1914 = 100).

any assigned data during the' period

for which t.he formula is vc~lid.

American Suciological Review, 9 (1944)

index of real wages in GB and US

progress, progress.

:'n

\ 'ages,

lIP. 609'-621.

of Life as an In~ex of Social Progress,1I

Hart Jlornell and Hilda Hertz,

da ... c •••

Source:

I~eywords:

Functional l~elationships:

For interpr('t<1tion of empirical data used in the formula

(2 )

(1)

(3)

FIGtiVE :, J:,c!c." ~umhrJ:' of Jtr~l \\'J;~r:. (;f Fadory [mr,I<1Yf(~ (I~\I.~ ::~ 10:0 ) in Grc:ll nri~:,in'::'I·:I.: (:'c
United ~l:,te~PI/99-:(F91 with L(),~icli( elin'c Fil!ed, Ji'::(>-I~·50.



(4) Type of an~lysis, significance and source of hilsic

statistics:

(a) type of analysis of real wage indices~

.(b) source: Hart Barnell, "Techniques of Social

Progress," 1929, p. 139.

·1



Source:

Keyword:

;'.:

.,

.. , .. -...,. ~- ....~.

n.

(description of variables; formula
diagrams; significance).

rank order of age corrected
mortality rate5 of ulcer 1955-64.

European -countries marked 'by
car-sticker.

(I

1 P..l~o!n· und t"lre
so:-sch\,ijre

Aoscissa:

Letters:

Ordinata: rank order of economic growth
rates 19S5-64.

10~/"'", '
~'lrt5Ch.ftl-

1S - ".ach~tv"

~-rr"T-r-r-r-I--'-~

u 10 ~ 1

psychosomati.c, social psychology, economic growth.

C. Gaspari, H. Millendorfer: Proqnosen ffir 5sterrcich
Verlag flir Gcschichte und Poli t±k, ~'li.en 1973.

(2 )

( 1)

f

(3) Functional relationship:

(4) Type of analysis, signficance and b~sic_ st 4-' t'
u a~lS lC~3.

data: economic growth rates: Yearbook of National ACCOUllts Stat
I

is tics 1967, NY 19G8.



:v. 11'J< A· Q j\..It 1. -il,. U '~j.

(1) Keyword: birth rate, per capita income.

(2) Source: D. Meadows, "Limits to Growth", Universe
Books, New York, 1972.

(3) Functional relationships (formula diagrams ... )

Bnal'" RAn~S AND GNP PtiR CAPlTt~

Abscissa: per capita income (linear).

Ordinata: birth rate (linear).

(4) Type of analysisi source of basic statistics and
significance: .

j

6. '"j

(a)

(b)

Cross section comparision of birth rates vs.
per capita income from all countries of the
world.

Uq Agency for International Development,
Pbpul?tionProgram Assistance, Washington, D.C.1~~O



ECONOl\v1lIC GROWTH\"

FORMULA BANK
Ar-JD POPULATION (FAMILIES)

FORM
NQ 1,~

(1) Keyword: family, family planning, GNP per person.

(2) Source: D. Meadows, "Limits to Growth", Universe Books,
New York,. 1972.

(3) Functional Relationship (formula, diagram).

FAMILIES WANTING FOUR OR MORE
CHILDREN AND GNP PER CAPITA

•
".rcent DI PDPu/,lIon

10

10

......
al

II

I

!,0
\0
:',
.\
~.

,-,0

" ...
\ ......

"
• VI ---'"L.......

t -.!.- .--- ....

laa 1000 1100
ONP "., cepit. (USdolllrs "., ".rson per Y.")

2000 211C1O

Respondents to family planning surveys in seventeen different
countries indicated how many children they would Ii lee to "ave.
The percentage of respondents desiring large families (four or
more children) shows a relationship to overage GNP per capito.

Abscissa: GNP (US$ per person per year). (Linear)

Ordinata: Percentage of respondents desiring large
families (four or more chi1d~en). (Linear)

rp
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(4) Type of analysis, source of basic statistics.

(a) Cross section comparison of 17 different countries
(percent of population wanting four or more.children
and GNP per capita). I

(b) Bernard Berelson, et al., Family Planning and Popu
lation Programs (Chicago: University of Chicago & Press,
1965) •



FOI{M
NQ 10·

SUBST I TUTI0 N
IIASA

FORMULA BANK
1;.D:lll1lllU IR:OiI:~BlI!IIrd~41illl:lll·••IIID:•••W'.iio::.7.:I:l&1ICll1ill=:&~_lSIIl "~EUII £o

(1) Keyword: technological forecasting, technological change,

substitution, steel

(2) Source: P.H. PRY

"A Simple Substitution Model of Technological Change"

General Electric Technical Information Services

No. 70-C-2l5/l970

...6T

(3) Functional relationships:

f/(l-f) = exp(~ln 9/6T) (T-TO»

f ••• fraction of new product or service that

was substituted at a time T;

To ••. is the time when the substitution is half
complete;

"take over time" is the time required from

the substitute fraction f to go from 0.1 to
0.9

ir----r---r-- ---r----'--l
I '. I

W[ :,l 1
I

,t- ~
..,t. I

~~ +' lt ;,-' ~
~ " I

I it'
-~ r . :/.,

,.orr ,/
.'k'

.1'.
II

~.

~ ;t.
I Ii:".

0.1 .;t:.
.! .
I •,.

t·
J,

l,. .
/. • (01

001 ,A··------.l -._ ..L.._l __L_
-30 -2.0 -10 0 1.0 20 3.0

211-1.1161

Ordinata: f/(l-f) (lCY;Jarithnic)

Abscissa: 2 (t-t
Q
}/6t (linear)

is a dimensionless paralnet.er which

nonnalizes all of the data of 17

substitutions to a single rr:dt.~e

matical form.

Fie•. n la, Ii) Fit or sulislilulior, model r'Ul~lion to
fHlbslitution d~ta for all 17 cases vs normalized
wlit~ or tinlc.
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(4) Type of anclysis, significance and sources of basic

statistics.

(a) Type a~alysis: a test of the technological forecast

~ mc1el (comparison of 17 time series data from

differEnt substitution processes) .

(b) All the data are from 17 cases of substitutions

taking place over the last, almost 100 years.

References:

1. Statistical Abstracts of the United States (1969).

U.S. Department of Commerce.

2. lIT Researc~ Institute, Ceramics Bull. No. 24

(Nov.-Dec. 1969).

3. Chemical EC')nomics Handbook, Stanford Research

Institute.

5. Markets for Plastics, Rosato, Falton, and Rosata,

Van Nostrand-Reinhold, 1969.

6. Chemical Week, September 26, 1969 p.69.
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liIASA
FORMULA BANK

TECHNOI.JOGICAL
.SUBST ITUTI0 N

FORM
NQ 1.~

(1) Keyword: technological forecasting, technological change,

substitution, steel

(2) Source: P.H. PRY

"A Simple Substitution Model of Technological Change"

General Electric Technical Information Services

No. 70-C-215/1970

(3) Functional relationships:

f/(l-f) = exp«21n 9/~T) (T-To»

f fraction of new product or service that

was substituted at a time Ti

To is the time when the' substitution is half

completei

~T ... "take over time" is the time required from

the substitute fraction f to go from 0.1 to

0.9.

J
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~ ~
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~
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~
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_ L_ ~i- ~ ----1__,__
1680 IS'.)-J 1920 19 ..0 1960 1960 ,000

YEARS

Abscissa: years (linear)

~inata: l/(l-f)
(logarithmic)
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(4) Type of analysis, significance and sources of basic statistics.

(a) time series of steel substitution processes.

(b) Source: lIT Research Institute Ceramics Bull.

No. 24/1969.

\



(1) Keyword: technological forecasting, technological change,

substitution

(2) Source: R.H. PRY

"Forecasting the Diffusion of Technology", General

Electric Technical Information Series No. 73CRD220,

July 1973.

(3) Functional relationships:

f/{l-f) = exp«2ln 9/6T) (T-To))

f fraction of new product or service that

was substituted at a time Ti

To ... is the time when the substitution is half

completei

6T ... "take over time" is the time required from

the substitute fraction f to go from 0.1 to

0.9.

10

Abscissa: years (linear)

fl (l-f)
(logarithmic)

U.S.A.: 6T = 10,5

To = 1968

Ordinata:

I l_
J9~Q ISBO

YEARS

T--'---:---.- ----T-"l
,.,

I_I

!

Fig. 3 Subst itution plot (lC ROF Cor o;:>en hcar(l! D.rld
Bessemer ~teel productiult in Jdpan, U. S. S. R .•
West Germany, and U. S. A. sint;e 1960.



(4) Type of analysis, significance and source of basic

statistic21 data:

(a) time series of statistical data.

(b) Source: Manual International Steel-Statistics 1971.

Country Books, British Steel Corp., Statis

tical Services, 12 Addiscombe Road,

Droyden, Great Britain.



KIASA
FORMULA BANK.

SOCIETAL

SUBSTITUTION

FORr"tI I

NQ a~,

suLstitution,urba.n living, rural living, society.

Elcc ~1: ic '~',:>, l1n:i.c.:.: 1 Jnf O:d:\a Uon Se:':ies IJo •.7 3 C[;.1"> 2 2 (l ,

July 1973.
I ••

(3) F'unc,Uo:iaJ :colotionsr.ip~:

f/(]-f) ~ exp{ (/.lJl 91/:T) ('l',-'l'u))

f ir ac'i.:"ion of nc~·! produc t:. cr s(~rvice that.

WilS substituted at a time T;

To •.• L: thetimG \'1::811 the substit.t:.tion is "half

cc:nplcte i
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(a) ti.~~ £,;r-; ::,: of b;Jr..~ic socic:;-cal subst:i.tut;ion
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?ype of 2n:..~J.ysis, rd.S:)ni fjc(:~!,C8 r,l;,J sourc',:s of )Y~sic ....
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lHASA

FORMULA BANK

CITIES DISTRIBUTION OF

POPULATION

. I

FORM
NQ '21-1

"(1) Keyword: cities, communities, distribution of popu

lation, least effort, Force of Unification,

Force'of Diversification.

(2) Source:' Zipf, G.K., "Human Behavior and the Principle

of Least ~ffort," 1949, N.YA

(3) F?nctional Relationships:

r ••. 'rank number of:. the communi ty when ranked

in the order of decreasing population size;

q .••• ~the ratio:of the magnitude of the theoretical

Force of Diversification divided by the magni

tude of the ±beoretical Force of Uni£ication.
ClYl'l?IP"IC"'L. COY'\~TAnT)

P.... Population size of a community with a discrete
rank number. .

'0.000,.......-------------------,

:;'.000
Ie .•
1
Ie-=•..
;;

100,L..----------IIO-----_---I~OO-------" .......

Rank

fig. I~. Cities of the world (about 1920) with at least 100,000 in.
babitanlll. ranked in the decreasing order of population size.



. t

(4) Type of analysis, signficance and basic statistics.

(a) Type of analysis:

Cross section comparison of communities

(b) Source:

. G. K. Zipf, "National Unit and Disunity ," Bloomington

Ind.: Principion Press, 1941, pp. 135f., l40f.

(5) Interpreting Hypothesis:
I I The hypothesis says, that the actual

location of the population will depend upon the extent

to which persons are moved to materials (Force of

Diversification) and materials are moved to persons

(Force of Unification).

The Force of Diversification makes for a l~rger n

number of communities of smaller P population size,

and the Force of Unification makes for a smaller n

number of communities of larger P population size.

The n number of different communities, when ranked, r,.
in the order of their decreasing P size, will follow

the equation:'

I
I



IIASA

FORMULA BANK

CITIES DISTRIBUTION OF

POPULATION CC 0\'1)

FORM
NQ If

..
(1) Keyword: cities, communities, distribution of popu

lation, least effort, Force of Unification,

Force'of Diversification.

(2) Source: Zipf, G.K., "Human Behavior and the Principle

of Least ~ffort," 1949, N.Y.

(3) F~nctional Relationships:

r.pq = K

r .. . rank number of: the comrnuni ty \oJhen ranked

in the order of decreasing population size;

q' ••• ~the ratio'of the magnitude of the theoretical

Force of Diversification divided by the magni

tude of the theoretical Force of Unification.
cemPIR.ICt\l- COr1,sTArtT)

P.... Population size of a community with a discrete
rank: number. .

1,000

Fig. IO-I. Canada 1881-1931. Communities of 1,000 or more persons, ranked in
the decreasing order of population size.



(4) Type of analysis, signficance and basic statistics.

(a) Type of analysis:

A time series comparison of communities cross
sections. ..

(b) Source:

G. K. Zipf, "Nationa1 Unit and Disunity," Bloomington

Ind.: Principion Press, 1941, pp. 135f., 140f.

(5)
,

\

Interpreting Hypothesis:

The hypothesis says, that the actual

location of the population will depend upon the extent

to which persons are moved to materials (Force of

Diversification) and materials are moved to persons

(Force of Unification).

The Force of Diversification makes for a larger n

number of communities of smaller P population size,

and the Force of Unification makes for a smaller n

number of communities of larger P population size.

The n number of different communities, when ranked, r,
•

in the order of their decreasing P size, will follow

the equation:

(1) r.pq::; K



IIASA

FORMULA BANK

CITIES DISTRIBUTION OF

POPULATION (G 8)

_.------ ......~.

FORM
NQ 2.6

"
(1) Keyword: cities, communities, distribution of popu

lation, least effort, Force of Unification,

Force'of Diversification.

(2) Source: Zipf, G.K., "Human Behavior and the Principle

of Least ~ffort," 1949, N.Y.

(3) F~nctional Relationships:,

r.pq = K

r ••. rank number of:the c6nununity when ranked

in the order of decreasing population size;

q" ••• ~the ratio:of the magnitude of the theoretical

Force of Diversification divided by the magni

tude of the theoretical Force of Unification.
C~mPIl\IC"L. COr'l~TAnT'. .

P.... Population size of a community ~ith a discrete
rank number.

10,000

"~~eater london~

'"i',ooo
'":::>
:i
5

'00,
Rank

10 100

Fig. 16-11. Cities in Europe of Dot less than JOO.ooO inhabitants in
1880 and 1920 (approximately).



(4) Type of analysis, signficance and basic statistics.

(a) Type of analysis:

A time series comparison of communities cross

sections.

(b) Source:

G. K. Zipf, "National Unit and Disunity," Bloomington

Ind.: Principion Press, 1941, pp. 135f., 140f.

(5)

I
\

Interpreting Hypothesis:

The hypothesis says, that the actual

location of the population will depend upon the extent

to which persons are moved to materials (Force of

Diversification) and materials are moved to persons

(Force of Unification).

The Force of Diversification makes for a larger n

number of communities of smaller P population size,

and the Force of Unification makes for a smaller n

number of communities of larger P population size.

The n number of different communities, when ranked, r,.
in the order of their decreasing P size, will follow

the equation:

(1) r.pq = K



IIASA

FORMULA BANK

CITIES DISTRIBUTION OF

POPULATION (0)
FORM
NQ1',*

..
(1) Keyword: cities, communities, distribution of popu

lation, 'least effort, Force of Unification,

Force'of Diversification.

(2) Source: Zipf, G.K., "Human Behavior and the Principle

of Least ~ffort," 1949, N.Y.

ro

(3) Functional Relationships:
/

r.pq = K

.r ••• rank number of:the corrununity when ranked

in the order of decreasing population size;

q" ••• ~the ratio'of the magnitude of the theoretical

Force of Diversification divided by the magni

tude of the ±heoretical Force of Unification.
(GrrlPI~\C"L COY'\STAt1T)

P.... Population size of a community with a discrete
rank number.

"I
t I2

1 10. 100
A••k

German}". 18i5-19:>9 (~ra~·). Communities rang-cd in the decreasing order
of population sileo



(4) Type of analysis, signficance and basic statistics.

(a) Type of analysis:

A time series comparison of communities cross
sections.

(b) Source:

G. K. Zipf, "National Unit and Disunity," Bloomington

Ind.: Principion Press, 1941, pp. l35f., l40f.

(5)

t

\

Interpreting Hypothesis:

The hypothesis says, that the actual

location of the population will depend upon the extent

to which persons are moved to materials (Force of

Diversification) and materials are moved to persons

(Force of Unification) •

The Force of Diversification makes for a larger n

number of communities of smaller P population size,

and the Force of Unification makes for a smaller n

number of communities of larger P population size.

The.n number of different communities, when ranked, r,

in the order of their decreasing P size, will fQllow

the equation:

(1) r .pq = K



IIASA

FORMULA BANK

CITIES DISTRIBUTION OF

POPULATION (inDIA)

FORM
NQ 2':: '

"(1) Keyword: cities, communities, distribution of popu

lation, least effort, Force of Unification,

Force'of Diversification.

(2) Source: Zipf, G.K., "Human Behavior and the Principle

of Least ,Effort," 1949, N.Y.

(3) Functional Relationships:

r.pq = K

.r ••• rank number of:the community when ranked

in the order of decreasing population size;

q" ••• ~the ratio'of the magnitude of the theoretical

Force of Diversification divided by the magni

tUde of the theoretical Force of Unification.
CUrtPII\\CA,1- COY\sTAnT) ,

P.... Population size of a community with a discrete
rank number.

'.000-_"1.

...
i 100

J
.!

10

SL.-------"1'o::"""-----~IO-=-O--------:-==~

R,"k

Fig. 10-7. India in 1911 and 1931. Communities ranked in the decreas
ing order of population size.



(4) Type of anc1ysis, signficance and basic statistics.

(a) Type of analysis:

A time series comparison of communities cross
sections. ..

(b) Source:

G. K. Zipf, "National Unit and Disunity," Bloomington

Ind.: Principion Press, 1941, pp. 135f., l40f.

·,_.......

(5)

I
\

Interpreting Hypothesis:

The hypothesis says, that the actual

location of the population will depend upon the extent

to which persons are moved to materials (Force of

Diversification) and materials are moved to persons

(Force of Unification) .

The Force of Diversification makes for a larger n

number of communities of smaller P population size,

and the Force of Unification makes for a smaller n

number of communities of larger P population size.

The rt number of different communities, when ranked, r,.
in the order of their decreasing P size, will follow

the equation:

(1) r.pq = K



IIASA

FORMULA BANt<

{:ITIES DISTRIBUTION OF

POPULATION \, UK)
FORM
NQ 19

"
(1) Keyword: cities, communities, distribution of popu

lation, least effort, Force of Unification,

Force'of Diversification.

(2) Source: Zipf, G.K., "Human Behavior and the Principle

of Least Effort," 1949, N.Y.

(3) Functional Relationships:
I

x ••. rank number of:the community when ranked

in the order of decreasing population size;

q" ••• ~the ratio'of the magnitude of the theoretical

Force of Diversification divided by the magni

tude of the ±heoretical Porce of Unification.
(It''TI?IP.\Ct\L. COV1,sTAnT'

P.... Population size of a community ~ith a discrete
rank number.
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Fig. 10-9. British empire (about 1921). Communities with at least
50,000 person" ranked in the decreasing order of population size.



(4) Type of analysis, signficance and basic statistics.

(a) Type of analysis:

Cross section comparison of communities

(b) Source:

G. K. Zipf,"National Unit and Disunity," Bloornington

Ind.: Principion Press, 1941, pp. l35f., l4Df.

(5) Interpreting Hypothesis:

f I The hypothesis says, that the actual

location of the population will depend upon the extent

to which persons are moved to materials (Force of

Diversification) and materials are moved to persons

(Force of Unification) .

The Force of Diversification makes for a l~rger n

number of communities of smaller P population size,

and the Force of Unification makes for a smaller n

number of communities of larger P population size.

The n number of different communities, when ranked, r,.
in the order of their decreasing P size, will follow

the equation:

:

•



KIASA

FORMULA BANK NQ 3D

(1) Keyword: cities, communities, distribution of popu

lation, least effort, Force of Unification,

Force'of Diversification.

(2) Source: Zipf, G.K., "Human Behavior and the Principle

of Least ,Effort," 1949, N.Y.

(3) Functional Relationships:,

r ••. rank number of:the community when ranked

in the order of decreasing population size;

q" ••• ~the ratio of the magnitude of the theoretical

Force of Diversification divided by the magni

tude of the theoretical Force of Unification.
(crrlF'1 p"ICA,L. C OV\STAnT)

P•••• Population size of a community with a discrete
rank number.

100
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Rank

Fig. 10-2. U. S. A. 1790-1930. Communities of 2500 or more inhabitants ranked
in the decreasing order of population size.
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(4) Type of analysis, signficance and basic statistics.

Ca) Type of analysis:

A time series comparison of communities cross

sections.

Cb) Source:

G. K. Zipf, "National Unit and Disunity," Bloomington

Ind.: Principion Press, 1941, pp. 135f., 140f.

(5)

I
\

Interpreting Hypothesis:

The hypothesis says, that the actual

location of the population will depend upon the extent

to which persons are moved to materials (Force of

Diversifica1:ion) and materials are moved to persons

(Force of Unification).

The Force of Diversification makes for a larger n

number of communities of smaller P population size,

and the Force of Unification makes for a smaller n

number of communities of larger P population size.

The.n number of different communities, when ranked, r,

in the order of their decreasing P size, will follow

the equation:

(1) r.pq = K



". iIASA

FORMULA BANK

CITIES DISTRIBUTION OF

POPULATION :~ US)

FORM
NQ a~~

"
(1) Keyword: cities, communities, distribution of popu

lation, least effort, Force of Unification,

Force'of Diversification.

(2) Source: Zipf, G.K., "Hwnan Behavior and the Principle

of Least Effort," 1949, N.Y.

(3) Functional Relationships:

r.pq = K

r ••• rank number of:the community when ranked

in the order of decreasing population size;

q" ••• ~the ratio'of the magnitude of the theoretical

Force of Diversification divided by the magni

tude of the theoretical Force of Unification.
Clr'l'\?Il\\Ct'\L COY"\STAI1T)

P.... Population size of a community with a discrete
rank number.

'000 ,-------,--------,
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(4) Type of analysis, signficance and basic statistics.

(a) Type of analysis:

Cross section comparison of communities

(b) Source:

G. K. Zipf,"National Unit and Disunity," Bloomington

Ind.: Principion Press, 1941, pp. 135f., 140f.

(5) Interpreting Hypothesis:I I The hypothesis says, that the actual

location of the population will depend upon the extent

to which persons are moved to materials (Force of

Diversification) and materials are moved to persons

(Force of Unification) •

The Force of Diversification makes for a l~rger n

number of communities of smaller P population size,

and the Force of Unification makes for a smaller n

number of communities of larger P population size.

The.n number of different communities, when ranked, r,

in the order of their decreasing P size, will follow

the equation:

(1) r.pq = K



li IASA

FORMULA BANK

CITIES DISTRIBUTION OF

POPULATION (\.o.lS)

FORM
NQ a,l-

"(1) Keyword: cities, communities, distribution of popu

lation, least effort, Force of Unification,

Force'of Diversification.

(2) Source: Zipf, G.K., "Human Behavior and the Principle

of Least Effort," 1949, N.Y.

(3) F~nctional Relationships:
I

r ••. rank number of:the community when ranked

in the order of decreasing population size;

q" ••• ~the ratio of the magnitude of the theoretical

Force of Diversification divided by the magni

tude of the theoretical Force of Unification.
CU'rlPI"ICA,L. COf\STAJ1T)

P•••• Population size of a community ~ith a discrete
rank number.
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:\retropolit;)n districts. One IlUndrcd I;)rgcsl in the U. S. A. in
ls-JO. rauletl ill the order of ucclCasiog population size.



(4) Type of analysis, signficance and basic statistics.

(a) Type of analysis:

Cross section comparison of communities

(b) Source:

G. K. Zipf,"National Unit and Disunity," Bloomington

Ind.: Principion Press, 1941, pp. 135f., 140f.

(5) Interpreting Hypothesis:I I The hypothesis says, that the actual

location of the population will depend upon the extent

to which persons are moved to materials (Force of

Diversification) and materials are moved to persons

(Force of Unification).

The Force of Diversification makes for a l~rger n

number of communities of smaller P population size,

and the Force of Unification makes for a smaller n

number of communities of larger P population size.

The.n number of different communities, when ranked, r,

in the order of their decreasing P size, will follow

the equation:

(l) r.pq = K

..


